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Figure 1: Three approaches to graph theory exercises: abstraction on paper (ABST ), manipulated concreteness on tablet (MNPL),
and embodied concreteness in Virtual Reality (EMBD).

ABSTRACT
Abstract mathematics can be difficult to grasp, in part because it

relies on symbols and formalisms that are powerful yet meaningless

to novices unless grounded in concreteness. Although a wide cor-

pus of research focuses on concreteness in mathematics education,

the notion of concreteness can be apprehended in various ways and

it is not yet clear which specific aspects of concreteness help the

learners. In this paper, we explore embodiment as a form of con-

creteness to ground abstract mathematics. First, we designed and

evaluated an embodied learning activity on graph theory. Through

a user study with 89 participants, we then compared three ap-

proaches: abstraction, manipulated concreteness, and embodied

concreteness. Our results show that, compared to abstraction, both

forms of concreteness increase learners’ perceived attention, con-

fidence, and satisfaction. However, only embodied concreteness
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increases perceived relevance and grounding. Moreover, unlike ma-

nipulated concreteness, embodied concreteness does not impair

learning outcomes nor transfer abilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Studies in math education indicate that many students hold unpro-

ductive beliefs about mathematics: they believe mathematics has

nothing to do with the real world, and that one must learn solu-

tions to math problems by heart [75]. For many of these students,
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mathematics is difficult to grasp. This is, in part, due to the fact that

some of the most powerful aspects of mathematics rely on abstract

symbols and formalisms that have no meaning, unless grounded in

concreteness and provided with an interpretation [33, 34, 58, 91].

But when we talk about abstract mathematics, what are we

really talking about? When a mathematician claims that she loves

abstraction, while a student protests that he dislikes mathematics

because “it is too abstract”, are they really talking about the same

thing? Similarly, when said student wishes mathematics were more

concrete, is a concrete example truly the solution?

There is a verbal dispute in the field of concreteness for mathe-

matics education. Although concreteness has been widely explored

as a means to ground abstract mathematics, experts do not always

align on their usage of the terms “concrete” and “abstract”. For

example, looking at only two papers in the field [28, 66], we found

that the word “concrete” was associated with a wide range of terms:

meaningful, familiar, well-understood, physical, grounded, pictural,

perceptual, enactive, real-life, context-specific, and informal. In con-

trast, the word “abstract” was linked to: general, structural, portable,

symbolic, vague, schematic.

What makes a good concrete example? Is it meaningfulness or

physicality? Moreover, what is there to appreciate in abstraction?

Is it generality or vagueness?

In this paper, we describe different kinds of concreteness, and

offer an embodied perspective on the matter. Indeed, both embodied

cognition and embodied interaction theories highlight the major

role of users’ bodies in meaning-making processes and grounding

abstract concepts in the real world [21, 58, 79]. To illustrate the

grounding capabilities of embodied concreteness in mathematics

education, we designed and implemented an embodied activity

to teach graph theory. We then used our activity in a user study

to demonstrate the effect of different kinds of concreteness on

motivation and learning outcomes. Specifically, we compared three

approaches: abstraction, manipulated concreteness, and embodied

concreteness.

Our paper illustrates the importance of rigorously defining con-

creteness and contributes with empirical evidence in favor of em-

bodied concreteness for grounding abstract mathematics.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we discuss the role of concretenesses in learning

abstract mathematics, and describe embodied approaches in this

context.

2.1 Learning by grounding in concreteness
Learning abstractmathematics is difficult, in particular as, to novices,

the related concepts and meaningless conventional symbolic sys-

tems can be difficult to grasp [33, 34]. One way of addressing this

issue is by grounding mathematics in concreteness. Grounding

is the process of mapping “novel ideas and symbols to modality-

specific experiences that are personally meaningful” [58]. In partic-

ular, through grounding, a mapping is “formed between an idea or

symbol, and a more concrete referent, such as an object, movement

or event in the world - as well as mental re-enactment of these

experiences - in service of meaning-making” [17, 58].

2.1.1 Concretenesses. Before going any further, we ought to define
the term “concreteness”. Indeed, although concreteness is often

discussed in mathematics education, experts do not always align

on their definition of concreteness. Identifying such verbal disputes

is crucial as they can be tools for progress [11]. In this section, we

highlight some of the main definitions of “concreteness” in the field

of mathematics education.

First, an element can be thought as concrete if it can be touched,

felt, smelt, kicked: if it can be sensed [93]. In that sense, a flower is

more concrete than intelligence. This aspect can be influenced by

technology, as certain elements can be made visible, for example

light paths [26], or tangible, for example chemical forces [57]. This

concreteness is also influenced by the learners’ bodies, as they are

central to sensory perception [43, 79].

Second, in fields such as mathematics and computer science,

an element is often qualified as more concrete if it is more spe-

cific, constrained, precise, as opposed to general, overarching, and

reusable [93]. For example, the sequence "{1, 2, 3}, List<int>, List<T>"

evolves from more concrete to more abstract. This concreteness

depends solely on the element itself and its context.

Finally, Dewey contrasts a concrete element that can be “readily

apprehended by itself” to a more abstract one that can be “grasped

only by first calling to mind more familiar things and then trac-

ing out connections between them and what we do not under-

stand” [18]. Here, an element is more concrete if it is more relatable,

familiar, or imaginable, and abstract if it is unrelatable, unfamiliar,

or unimaginable. With this definition, concreteness is not a prop-

erty of the element alone, but rather a property of the element as

perceived by the learner [93]. For example, Papert explains how

a gears mechanism was a “comfortable friend” that helped him

grasp the “otherwise abstract” concept of equations [63]. From this

perspective, learning is a process of concretion, where one grows

connections with an abstract element until it is relatable, and in

that sense, concrete [93].

This distinction is important as not all concretenesses align. For

example, the mathematical expression 2𝑥 − 4 = 0 is abstract as it

has no smell, and cannot be touched. However, for a mathematician,

it can be very concrete as it is relatable and familiar. Working with

this distinction is important to clearly identify the specific aspects

of concreteness that are beneficial for grounding and, therefore,

impact learning.

In this work, we consider different kinds of concreteness. More-

over, we do not consider concreteness and abstraction as categories

separating elements into two sets, but as relative concepts dis-

criminating elements along a spectrum. Therefore, in this work,

the words “concrete” and “abstract” stand for “more concrete” and

“more abstract”. Moreover, in our concreteness study, we define

our conditions from the most abstract condition, to which we add

elements of concreteness. Therefore we refer to the most abstract

condition as “abstract” and the other conditions as “concrete”.

2.1.2 Grounding in concreteness. Several ways of grounding math-

ematics in concreteness have been explored, with mixed results.

Kaminski et al. showed that using concrete, specific, relatable ex-

amples, as opposed to using abstract representations, is detrimental

to transfer of knowledge [42], that is applying said knowledge to

related yet different problems [65]. However, a replication of this
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study showed that the advantage of abstract representations disap-

peared when improving the concrete examples to make them more

intuitive and less distracting [88].

Beyond visual representations, manipulable representations have

also been explored, and show great potential in mathematics educa-

tion [10]. In particular, the use of concrete manipulatives increases

retention, problem solving, transfer, and justification scores over

more abstract symbols [10].

When grounding mathematical concepts in concreteness, the

process used is also of importance. For example, simultaneous mul-

tiple representations can help students ground abstract content to

more visual artifacts [68]. However, several issues might arise. First,

the representation dilemma: as students have to conjointly learn the

novel content and the novel representation, one has to ensure that

the benefits of the novel representation exceed its cost [68]. Second,

using representations that are related but spatially or temporally

distant can result in a negative split attention effect [84]. Another

approach to grounding in concreteness is “concreteness fading”, an

instructional design building sequentially from a concrete, specific,

relatable example to the corresponding abstract, general represen-

tation [53, 82]. Concreteness fading was proven beneficial over

using solely concrete examples or abstract representations and

over progressing from abstract to concrete representations [27, 28].

Traditionally, concreteness fading evolves from an enactive repre-

sentation, to an iconic representation and concludes with a symbolic

representation [82]. But other forms of concreteness could be ex-

plored as well, and, we believe, this field could also benefit from

a clarification of the role of different aspects of concreteness in

learning.

In this work, we explore the influence of different forms of con-

creteness on grounding, in the context of abstract mathematics. In

particular, we focus on manipulated concreteness and embodied

concreteness, described in the following section.

2.2 Learning through embodiment
Another way of grounding abstract mathematics is through embodi-

ment. In this section, we define embodiment via embodied cognition

and embodied interaction theories, and argue that embodiment can

also be studied as a form of concreteness.

2.2.1 Embodied cognition. Embodied cognition theory stipulates

that learners’ bodies are involved in the learning process, either

through action and manipulation, or as the primary constituent of

cognition [2, 54]. From this perspective, thinking is described as a

form of truncated action, where the sensorimotor processes related

to the action are engaged, but not tangibly expressed externally [1].

Moreover, cognition is also situated: that is, the construction of

knowledge happens through interaction with a temporal and phys-

ical environment [70].

Although mathematics is often though as disembodied, experts

argue that the essence of mathematics arises from our embodied and

situated relationship with our environment [50] and that discarding

the embodied account is detrimental to mathematics education [1].

In conclusion, sense-making of abstract concepts is grounded in

our embodied and situated relationship with the world [73].

Embodied approaches to mathematics learning have been ex-

plored, in non-digital as well as digital forms [87]. For example,

directed bodily actions improved the quality of students’ proofs in

geometry [59]. Moreover, embodied approaches have been used to

build on the need of children for sensory regulation by integrating

fidgeting and balancing in the learning activity [86]. Furthermore,

direct embodied and enacted approaches have been explored to

teach derivatives, demonstrating the importance of aligning the de-

sign of the learning activity with the design of the interaction [13].

2.2.2 Embodied interaction. In turn, proponents of embodied in-

teraction insist that interaction design should be tightly connected

with the physical and social context of the interaction with digital

content [21]. Instead of solely considering users’ bodies as physical

entities utilized to embed the interaction in a 3D context (Körper),

the embodied interaction perspective suggests to focus on users’

bodies as feeling entities (Leib) [56]. Moreover, approaches such as

somaesthetic appreciation design describe how users’ bodies can

be integrated in the design process [35].

Embodied interactions have been investigated in playful as well

as learning activities. Chatain et al. described the Digital Gloves

mechanism, co-locating input and display, as a mean to bring users’

bodies at the core of the interaction and reduce split attention ef-

fects [14]. Pei et al. explored hand gestures and mimes as novel

hand interfaces to interact with digital content, for example by

mimicking scissors to cut digital paper [64]. Focusing on physi-

cal context, Gervais et al. demonstrated how interaction can be

expanded beyond the computer screen to the entire desk of the

user [31].

Hereinafter, we use the more general term “embodiment” as

“embodied interaction for embodied meaning-making”. Embodi-

ment can be implemented at different degrees, based on three con-

structs: sensorimotor engagement, gestural congruency, and im-

mersion [41]. In this paper, we define “embodied concreteness” as

a form of concreteness that involves a high degree of embodiment,

in a situated and relatable context.

3 DESIGN
We started by designing and implementing an activity to ground

graph theory in embodied concreteness. In this project, we focus on

the max-flow problem [25, 72], where, given a graph, the student

has to maximize the amount of flow traveling from the Source (S) to

the Sink (T), while respecting the maximum capacity of the edges,

and the fact that vertices cannot store units (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of a valid flow graph, as well as suggested
modifications (in red, above) to maximize the flow value of
the graph.

In this section, we describe how we designed, implemented, and

validated our embodied concreteness activity.
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Figure 3: Initial prototype of the embodied graph theory activity in Virtual Reality (Left), as well as the Tablet implementation
used as a control for the usability evaluation (Right). In the Virtual Reality condition, the water flow in an edge is manipulated
by holding the bottom of the pipe with one hand, and moving the other hand up or down to indicate the desired water level. In
the tablet condition, the level is adjusted by touching the bottom of the pipe with one finger, and adjusting the level by moving
another finger up and down.

3.1 Concrete graph representation
Graphs can be represented in various ways, such as symbolically

and geometrically. For our project, we focused on embodied con-

creteness, and therefore designed an embodied, sensed, situated,

and relatable graph representation. To do so, we relied on embod-

ied schemata from conceptual metaphor theory [49]. According to

Lakoff and Johnson, “the essence of a metaphor is understanding

and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another”. In addition,

embodied schemata are “recurrent patterns of bodily experience”.

Specifically, we looked for bodily experiences that could be used as

metaphors for flows in graphs.

To our knowledge, embodied schemata have not yet been ex-

plored in the context of graph theory. However, in the case of

electricity and electrical networks, two main schemata are used:

WATER-FLOWandMOVING-CROWD [30]. Reusing these schemata

in the context of graph theory is particularly relevant as flow net-

works are often used to solve electrical networks problems [4, 15,

23].

We used the WATER-FLOW schema as it is the most commonly

used and therefore most relatable (Figure 3, left). In our activity,

a graph is represented as a pipe network (edges) between water

towers (vertices), and a simple simulation of the water flow through

the pipes is displayed in real time. The goal for the student was to

increase or maximize the amount of water flowing from the lake

(source) to the city (sink). Upon success, a fountain placed at the

entrance of the city starts pouring water.

3.2 Embodied interaction with a graph
As to attain a high degree of embodiment, we implemented the

activity in Virtual Reality (vr) [41], using hand tracking over con-

trollers. Although interaction with graphs in vr has already been

explored, previous work focused more on data visualization and

manipulation, and thus did not fit out project [22, 39]. Therefore,

we designed our own system.

To design the embodied interaction with the edges of the graph,

we looked at two approaches: direct-embodied and enacted [54,

62]. The type of embodiment influences the mathematical concept

emphasized, and impacts learning outcomes and persistence [13].

As our activity focuses on the value of the flow in the edge, rather

than its variation, we selected a direct-embodied approach.

During the development of the interaction, we evaluated var-

ious input mechanisms on a small group (𝑛 = 6) of participants

who did not have a lot of experience with vr systems, in an in-

formal setting. We gave the participants a short explanation on

the input mechanism at the beginning and let them solve prob-

lems on their own. They gave verbal feedback on their experience,

while we monitored their in-game activity. We wrote down the

problems the participants faced during their time in the activity.

After the use of the activity the participants explained their issues,

thoughts and ideas in their own words regarding both the activity

itself and the input technique. For the first participant, we used

a one-handed input approach, setting the water level. Due to the

imprecision when locking the water level, for further participants

we introduced a two handed variant separating the adjustment and

the locking movements. The locking was deactivated by removing

the second hand from the pipe. We found that the participants were

still struggling as they removed both hands at the same time. As a

result, the interaction goes as follows: with one hand, the learner

grabs the bottom of the edge with an open-close gesture, and by

moving the other hand vertically, they can adjust the amount of

water flowing in the edge. This two-handed interaction has two

main advantages: it strengthens the embodiment as the capacity

of the edge is directly congruent to the distance between the two

hands, and it improves usability as the learner can release the lower

hand to precisely set the level of the edge.

To improve usability and embodiment, we also adjusted the

height of the entire graph to fit the height of the learner.
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Figure 4: Final prototype of the embodied graph theory activity in Virtual Reality. In this prototype, the water flow in an edge
is manipulated by pressing the button at the bottom of the pipe with one hand, and moving the other hand up or down to
indicate the desired water level.

3.3 Pedagogical pattern
In our work, we focus on grounding, and therefore we needed to

reconnect our activity with more formal forms of instruction [13].

To do so, we decided to follow a Problem Solving followed by In-

struction (PS-I) pedagogical pattern, where, as opposed to the more

wide-spread I-PS pattern, the students solve exercises about the

topic before receiving instruction [51]. This pattern was proven

effective for mathematics learning and relies on three mechanisms:

activation of prior knowledge, awareness of knowledge gap, and

recognition of deep features [51, 78]. In our activity, we activate

concrete prior knowledge by offering a relatable experience to the

students. Moreover, we designed our levels to increase knowledge

gap awareness and identification of deep features. Indeed, each

level either increases complexity to encourage search for more

general solutions, or highlights new problem features such as the

counter-intuitive need to decrease flow on certain edges to increase

output flow. The Instruction phase of the PS-I pattern was handled

differently for each study and is described in their respective sec-

tions. We selected a PS-I pedagogical pattern over a concreteness

fading one as we were interested in the effect of different forms

of concreteness on grounding and learning. Choosing to focus on

concreteness fading would imply defining a different sequential pat-

tern for each condition and shift the focus away from our research

question.

3.4 Design Validation
We validated our design with a user study focused on usability.

To do so, we designed a control condition on a tablet (Figure 3,

right). In this condition, the representation is the same, but the

embodiment is of a lower degree as immersion and sensorimotor

engagement are reduced [41]. For the tablet prototype, we replaced

the two-hands interaction by a two-fingers interaction where one

presses an edge with one finger, and adjusts its flow quantity with

another finger. To mimic the navigation of the vr condition, we

added two buttons to rotate the camera around the pipe network.

The goal of this study is to validate our vr prototype, in par-

ticular in terms of usability, and identify potential directions for

improvement. Specifically, we want to ensure that technology does

not impact the experience by reducing usability or increasing sim-

ulator sickness. We used a tablet version of the same activity as a

control condition as most learners are used to touch screens, but

not to vr.

3.4.1 Demographics. We recruited 𝑛 = 26 participants (6 identify-

ing as female, 20 as male), from Zurich, Switzerland (𝑛 = 9), and Bu-

dapest, Hungary (𝑛 = 17). Participants were, in average,𝑀 = 27.26

years old (𝑆𝐷 = 8.17) and were assigned to the tablet (𝑛 = 13) and

vr (𝑛 = 13) conditions randomly. None of the participants had vr

experience while 18 participants had tablet experience. One partici-

pant in the tablet condition was removed from the analysis as she

was an outlier in terms of time spent in the activity.

3.4.2 Protocol. We tested our prototypes within a PS-I pedagogical

pattern. First, participants completed a general questionnaire includ-

ing demographics questions, followed by a learning pre-test, and

a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (ssq) [45]. Then, as a Problem

Solving phase, the participants solved the graph theory problems

with either the tablet prototype or the vr prototype. Afterwards, as

an Instruction phase, the participants watched a short video on the

Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [25, 72]. Finally, participants completed

a System Usability Scale (sus) questionnaire [8], a ssq, as well as a

learning post-test comprised of recall and transfer questions with

different representations. This study was approved by the ETH

Ethics Commission as proposal EK 2022-N-64.

3.4.3 Results. Aligned with previous work [13], we found no sig-

nificant differences in usability between the tablet and the vr pro-

totypes (𝑝 = 0.14, 𝑡 (24.0) = 1.52). The tablet prototype received a

sus score of 86.54 (𝑆𝐷 = 6.89), qualified as “Excellent” [5], while

the vr prototype received a score of 81.35 (𝑆𝐷 = 10.19), qualified

as between “Good” and “Excellent”.

We did not find significant differences in ssq scores either (𝑝 =

0.33, 𝑡 (24.0) = −0.97). In particular, the tablet prototype can be cat-

egorized as generating “negligeable” symptoms, while the vr con-

dition generates “minimal” symptoms [80]. As our vr activity does

not include fast-paced changes, simulator sickness is reduced [81].

The vr activity took more time that the tablet activity (𝑝 = 0.06,

𝑡 (24.0) = −2.00). This is also congruent with previous research [13],
and is justified by the fact that vr participants perform wider move-

ments and moved around the space more.

3.5 Design improvements
Based on our observations during the study, we made several ad-

justments to our prototype (Figure 4). To improve embodiment and

acknowledge the diversity of learners’ bodies [79], we added a skin

color selection panel. To make the learners more confident in their
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Figure 5: Overview of the user study protocol.

movements, we added a tutorial where they can explore the vir-

tual space [13]. To improve usability, we made the direction of the

edges clearer. As several participants reported struggling getting

an overview of the problem, we added a depiction of the graph

on the black board. We also added a button on the edges to make

the interaction technique clearer and strengthen the embodiment

(Figure 4, center). Finally, following the idea of “experiencing the

body as play”, we designed for a sense of embodied achievement

at the end of each level by having the users adopt a “winning posi-

tion”, that is raising both arms in the air, to launch the next level

(Leib) [56].

4 COMPARISON OF CONCRETENESSES
4.1 Research Questions
After validating our design, we used our activity to address the

following research questions:

RQ1 What is the impact of concreteness on grounding?

RQ2 What is the impact of concreteness on learning outcomes?

In this work, we want to evaluate the impact of different forms

of concreteness on grounding and learning. To do so, we focus on

concreteness as a standalone Problem-Solving intervention in a

PS-I pedagogical pattern. For this study, we designed three experi-

mental conditions (Figure 1). In the abstraction condition (ABST ),

the students solve the exercises on paper, with a geometrical graph

representation. This condition is the most abstract as it is not manip-

ulated, embodied, situated, nor relatable for graph theory novices.

In the manipulated concreteness condition (MNPL), the students

solved the same exercises on a tablet, where they can interact with

the graphs’ geometrical representation. This condition is concrete

as it is manipulated and embodied at a low degree. However, it

is still not situated nor relatable. In the last condition, embodied

concreteness (EMBD), the students solved the exercises using our

embodied graph theory activity, in a highly embodied, situated, and

relatable manner.

4.2 Demographics
We recruited 𝑛 = 89 (33 female, 54 male, 0 other, 2 undisclosed)

volunteer bachelor students, aged𝑀 = 20.6 years old (𝑆𝐷 = 2.00),

from a Data Structures and Algorithms course at the mathematics

department of ETH Zurich. The participation was rewarded by

gaining access to a bonus exercise awarding extra points to the

final exam. Participants were randomly assigned to each of the

conditions (𝑛𝐴𝐵𝑆𝑇 = 30, 𝑛𝑀𝑁𝑃𝐿 = 29, 𝑛𝐸𝑀𝐵𝐷 = 30). The interven-

tion included a pre-assessment questionnaire to evaluate previous

knowledge on graph theory and the specific max-flow problem.

This assessment was designed by the authors and included items

such as “Have you learned graph theory previously?” with answers

such as “I have, in a formal environment. (e.g. secondary school

or university)”, “I have, only informally. (e.g. self-study)”, “No, I

have not.”. The assessment also included a max-flow problem to

solve. Only 3 participants reported having learned about problems

involving graphs before, and only one of them managed to solve

the max-flow problem successfully. This participant was excluded

from the analysis and is not included in the 𝑛 = 89 sample size.

4.3 Protocol
We used a between-participants design to avoid learning effects

across conditions. The study was composed of five steps: pre-

intervention, intervention (Problem Solving phase), lecture (In-

struction phase), exercises and post-intervention questionnaire

(Figure 5).

During the pre-intervention, participants completed a question-

naire at home, including general demographics questions, a body

awareness questionnaire [77], and amath anxiety questionnaire [36].

The Problem-Solving intervention was conducted in our lab, in

a separate room. For the EMBD condition, we prepared a vr space

of 4m * 4.5m to accommodate all the levels of the activity. During

the intervention, the participants signed a consent form and com-

pleted a pre-assessment asking about their knowledge of Graph

Theory. They then solved max-flow problems in one of the three

conditions: abstraction (ABST ), manipulated concreteness (MNPL),
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Figure 6: Post-test representations: concrete WATER-FLOW embodied schema, concrete MOVING-CROWD embodied schema,
abstract.

or embodied concreteness (EMBD). Participants had 25 minutes

to solve the problems, except EMBD participants who had 30 min-

utes in order to account for the calibration steps. For the MNPL

and EMBD conditions, we logged the actions of the user. Then,

participants filled in an Instructional Materials Motivation Survey

following the ARCS model: Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and

Satisfaction [44, 48, 52]. In order to alleviate fatigue effects, par-

ticipants then took a three minutes break where they could read

some selected comics. Finally, participants solved a 25 minutes

learning assessment, evaluating the effect of the problem solving

phase, and focusing on isomorphic problem-solving with different

representations (Figure 6): concrete based on the WATER-FLOW

embodied schema (similar to EMBD condition), concrete based on

the MOVING-CROWD embodied schema (the graphs are repre-

sented as a train network with a flow of passengers), and abstract

(similar to ABST and MNPL conditions) [30]. The questions were

presented in a randomized order to alleviate effects undesirable

within learning assessment, such as concreteness fading [9, 28].

About a week after the intervention, as an Instruction phase,

participants followed a lecture on graph theory and max-flow prob-

lems, by their regular instructor, at their regular schedule.

A few days later, participants solved exercises on maximum

flows on their usual exercise platform, and completed a question-

naire about the relevance and usefulness of the intervention for the

lecture and the exercises.

This study was approved by the ETH Ethics Commission as

proposal EK 2022-N-40.

4.4 Results
In the following sections, we performed one-way ANOVAs with

the following contrasts: abstraction opposed to concreteness, and

manipulated concreteness opposed to embodied concreteness. We

checked for the assumption of normality with a Shapiro-Wilk Nor-

mality Test [71], and we checked for the assumption of homoscedas-

ticity using a Breusch-Pagan Test [7]. If the assumptions were met,

we used a regular ANOVA [12] with Bonferroni post-hoc com-

parisons, otherwise we used a robust ANOVA [92] with Linear

Constraints post-hoc comparisons.

To evaluate learning outcomes, we performed a Bayesian analy-

sis to make sense of non-significant statistical tests [19, 24, 40, 89].

To do so, we first performed a Bayesian two-sided analysis of vari-

ance, followed by post-hoc tests when necessary. Specifically, we

considered equal prior odds and compared a null model (𝑀0) to a

model considering the main effect of condition only (𝑀1). In the

following, we use 𝐵𝐹01 to describe the ratio
𝑃 (𝑀0)
𝑃 (𝑀1) .

4.4.1 Grounding. To address RQ1, we first looked at the four com-

ponents of the ARCS model [44]. Attention refers to how captivat-

ing and interesting the content is for the learners. Relevance refers

to how valuable and connected to the real world the experience

is. Confidence refers to how much the activity helped the learners

feel in control of their success and likely to succeed. Satisfaction

refers to how good the learners feel about their accomplishments

and continuing to learn.

We found significant effects of condition on all four components

(Figure 7): Attention (𝐹 (2, 34.64) = 16.06, 𝑝 < 0.001), Relevance

(𝐹 (2, 86) = 21.72, 𝑝 < 0.001), Confidence (𝐹 (2, 34.28) = 4.86, 𝑝 =

0.014), and Satisfaction (𝐹 (2, 33.54) = 5.46, 𝑝 = 0.009). The effect

sizes were large for Attention (b = 0.64) and Relevance ([ = 0.58),

and medium for Confidence (b = 0.40) and Satisfaction (b = 0.45).

Regarding Attention, there was a significant difference between

ABST and MNPL (𝑝 = 0.001), as well as between ABST and EMBD

(𝑝 < 0.001), but not between MNPL and EMBD (𝑝 = 0.15). Similarly,

regarding Confidence, there was a significant difference between

ABST and MNPL (𝑝 = 0.034), as well as between ABST and EMBD

(𝑝 = 0.028), but not betweenMNPL and EMBD (𝑝 = 0.81). Regarding

Satisfaction, we found a close to significant difference between

ABST and MNPL (𝑝 = 0.089), and significant difference between

ABST and EMBD (𝑝 = 0.007), but there was no significant difference

betweenMNPL and EMBD (𝑝 = 0.22). In contrast, for the Relevance

component, we found no significant difference between ABST and

MNPL (𝑝 = 0.41), but we found a significant difference between

ABST and EMBD (𝑝 < 0.001) as well as between MNPL and EMBD

(𝑝 < 0.001).

We also looked at the results of the grounding questionnaire (Fig-

ure 8). This questionnaire included 5 points Likert scale items such

as “Did the activity make you excited about joining the lecture?” or

“Do you feel that the activity prepared you for the lecture?”. Similar

items about solving the final exercises were included.

We found a significant effect of condition on the grounding items

related to the lecture (𝐹 (2, 28.53) = 3.87, 𝑝 = 0.033), with a medium

effect size (b = 0.38). The post-hoc analysis only revealed significant

difference between the ABST and the EMBD conditions (𝑝 = 0.030),

while no significant difference was revealed between the ABST and

MNPL conditions (𝑝 = 0.23), nor between the MNPL and EMBD

conditions (𝑝 = 0.23).

We did not find a significant effect for the items related to the ex-

ercises (𝐹 (2, 75) = 0.60, 𝑝 = 0.55), but, although many participants
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Figure 7: Bar plot representation of the ARCS model per condition (abstraction, manipulated concreteness, embodied concrete-
ness), with adjusted p-values (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).

answered the questionnaire, too few participants actually solved

the exercises. Therefore, we refrain from drawing any conclusions

regarding this aspect.

In conclusion, regarding RQ1, both forms of concreteness sig-

nificantly improved Attention, Confidence, and Satisfaction for

the learners. However, only embodied concreteness improved per-

ceived Relevance. Moreover, only embodied concreteness improved

perceived grounding after the lecture. This is particularly impor-

tant as students often believe that mathematics has nothing to do

with the real world [75]. Our results show that this issue can be

alleviated using embodied concreteness.

4.4.2 Learning Outcomes. To address RQ2, we focused on learn-

ing outcomes. This is particularly important as previous research

shows that the use of concrete examples may reduce the transfer

capabilities of the students [42], and that, according to cognitive

load theory [83], high-immersive gaming environments such as

vr might impair learning outcomes [47]. As too few participants

completed the PS-I learning assessments, we did not include this

test in our analysis.

Following the aforementioned procedure, we performedANOVAs

with respective subsequent comparisons on the different learning

assessments (Figures 6, 9). We found no significant effect of con-

dition in the following learning assessments: WATER-FLOW rep-

resentation (𝐹 (2, 34.65) = 0.10, 𝑝 = 0.90) and MOVING-CROWD

representation (𝐹 (2, 34.06) = 0.48, 𝑝 = 0.62). The only significant ef-

fect was on the abstract representation (𝐹 (2, 34.3) = 3.40, 𝑝 = 0.045),

and it was of medium size (b = 0.33).

As absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, we performed

a Bayesian analysis to estimate whether there is indeed no perfor-

mance difference between the groups on the WATER-FLOW and

MOVING-CROWD learning assessments. Our analysis revealed

moderate evidence for the null hypothesis of no effect on the

WATER-FLOW assessment (𝐵𝐹01 = 9.706) as well as the MOVING-

CROWD assessment (𝐵𝐹01 = 6.834).
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Figure 8: Bar plot representation of the perceived grounding
after the lecture and the exercises, with adjusted p-values (*p
< 0.05).

On the abstract representation exercises, students in the ABST

condition (𝑀 = 71.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 33.5) outperformed students in theMNPL

condition (𝑀 = 53.81, 𝑆𝐷 = 31.5) significantly (𝑝 = 0.04). However,

there was no significant difference between the ABST condition

and the EMBD condition (𝑀 = 62.45, 𝑆𝐷 = 36.5, 𝑝 = 0.34), with

anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis (𝐵𝐹01 = 1.982). The post-

hoc tests revealed anecdotal evidence of no effect between ABST

and EMBD (𝐵𝐹01 = 2.457), as well as between MNPL and EMBD
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Figure 9: Bar plot representation of the learning outcomes for different representations, with adjusted p-values (*p < 0.05)

(𝐵𝐹01 = 2.548). However, we observed anecdotal evidence for the

alternative hypothesis between ABST and MNPL (𝐵𝐹01 = 0.603).

In conclusion, there was no effect of the condition on learning

outcomes with concrete representations. However, students learn-

ing with manipulated concreteness performed worse on abstract

tasks, while this difference was not significant for students learning

with embodied concreteness. This means that embodied concrete-

ness did not impair the capabilities of the students to transfer to

a different embodied schema. It seems that embodied concrete-

ness also did not impair transfer to a more abstract representation,

although the evidence is only anecdotal at this point. However, ma-

nipulated concreteness had a negative impact on transfer, possibly

as students relied too much on feedback, preventing them from

thinking deeper about the problem.

5 DISCUSSION
In our work, we described several perspectives on concreteness

and abstraction, and argued that there is a verbal dispute in the

field on mathematics education. While many experts explore the

role of concreteness in mathematics learning and teaching, the

terms “concrete” and “abstract” are often under-specified, resulting

in mixed results and ambiguity. We then argued that embodiment,

that is embodied interaction for embodied meaning-making, can

be explored as a form of concreteness.

To illustrate our discussion, we designed and implemented an

embodied activity targeting the max-flow problem in graph theory.

We then compared three approaches to problem-solving: abstrac-

tion, manipulated concreteness, and embodied concreteness. Our

results demonstrate that different aspects of concreteness have

different impacts on grounding and learning outcomes.

In the rest of the section, we discuss the mechanisms of learning

with concreteness, the impact of our work, as well as its limitations,

and provide suggestions for future work.

5.1 Mechanisms of learning with concreteness
Following on the outcomes of our user study, we discuss what mech-

anisms are responsible for these results, and in particular, which

affective and cognitive mechanisms are activated by different kinds

of concreteness. In the following, we only focus on the mechanisms

involved in the problem solving phase, as looking at the entire PS-I

pattern would be beyond the scope of our project, and has already

been explored in previous work [78].

In our project, we explored two forms of concreteness. In the

manipulated concreteness, students could manipulate a graph repre-

sentation, with a low degree of embodiment. The systemwould give

them limited feedback, for example prevent them from exceeding

the capacity of an edge, or indicate when a node is invalid. In the

embodied concreteness condition, the students could manipulate a

situated and relatable representation of a graph, with a high degree

of embodiment. The provided feedback included more information,

as a water flow was also simulated along the pipes composing the

graph.

As a result, different mechanisms should be considered for each

of these conditions, summarized in Table 1. First, there are several

mechanisms related to feedback only. Indeed, feedback supports

error identification [55] and strategy acquisition [29]. Moreover,

while the effect of low-information feedback is usually low, high-

information feedback has a stronger impact as it supports error

understanding [94].

Second, from a representation-agnostic standpoint, embodiment

involves three main mechanisms [46]. Direct state induction is a

mechanism of embodiment relying on the fact that certain bodily

states impact the feelings of the learner independently of any cog-

nitive mechanism. We support this mechanism in our embodied

activity as we designed the experience from the feeling body (Leib)

perspective [56], for example by inducing a feeling of embodied

achievement as the learners adopt a winning position to finish a

level. In turn, modal priming is a mechanism through which sen-

sorimotor states enable learners to access abstract concepts, for

example via conceptual metaphors. In our project, this mechanism

is activated through the WATER-FLOW embodied schema [30, 49].

Finally, sensorimotor simulation is a mechanism of embodiment

through which congruent bodily states and actions ease subse-

quent mental simulations, in particular in the context of problem
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Table 1: The mechanisms of learning with concreteness.

Condition Concreteness Mechanisms
Abstraction

Manipulated concreteness

Low-information feedback

Error identification

Strategy acquisition

Embodiment (low degree) Sensorimotor simulation (low degree)

Embodied concreteness

High-information feedback

Error identification

Error understanding

Strategy acquisition

Embodiment (high degree)

Direct state induction

Modal priming

Sensorimotor simulation (high degree)

solving [20]. We reconnect this particular mechanism to the con-

ceptualization of thinking as truncated action [1]. In this new light,

sensorimotor simulation describes how sensorimotor experiences

can support further truncated actions, and therefore, thinking.

In our study, we showed that both forms of concreteness in-

creased Attention, Confidence, and Satisfaction similarly. Therefore,

these results should be explained by the common mechanisms be-

tween the two conditions: error identification, strategy acquisition,

and sensorimotor simulation.

In turn, only embodied concreteness increases perceived rele-

vance and grounding. We believe that this is explained by the modal

priming mechanism as it reconnects the content to the learners’

personal experiences, which is an important aspect of relevance in

learning [76]. Moreover, relevance can be defined as a continuum

of personal association, personal usefulness, and identification,

and can trigger different mechanisms based on personal differ-

ences [67, 76]. In future work, such mechanisms should be explored

in more depth in order to provide a more detailed account of the

mechanisms of embodied concreteness.

Finally, learning with manipulated concreteness reduced the

learning outcomes on abstract representations. We believe that

this is explained by the lack of error understanding mechanism in

this condition. In particular, as the representation was familiar to

the students, they felt confident about solving the problems, and

therefore, we believe, were more prone to errors.

5.2 Impact
With this work, we hope to impact the field of concreteness in

mathematics in two ways.

First, we illustrated the need for a more rigorous definition of

“abstraction” and “concreteness” in the field of mathematics educa-

tion. In future work, we believe that a taxonomy of concretenesses

should be defined, for example, building on a categorization frame-

work of different representations along aspects of groundedness

and idealization [6]. Moreover, we saw that concreteness can be

defined as a property of the object only (concrete as specific), but

also through the interaction of a learner with the object (concrete

as tangible), or the mental model the learner has of the object (con-

crete as relatable). This aspect could be deepened if reconnected

to the theory of affordances, building on the similar distinction

between the Gibsonian and the Normanian perspectives [32, 61].

Such tool should then be used to support a meta-analysis of previ-

ous work on concreteness and mathematics education, and identify

which aspects of concreteness, and related affective and cognitive

learning mechanisms, specifically impact learning. Furthermore,

investigating abstraction is at least as important, as the link be-

tween concreteness and abstraction is not necessarily dual, and

similar verbal dispute exists for abstraction. For example, although

abstraction is often conceived as a Platonic overarching, perfect

ideal or truth, more recent work on abstraction offers an alterna-

tive grounded in mathematics history. For example, according to

Wagner, mathematical abstraction can be defined as “the practice of

incomplete, underdetermined, intermittent and open-ended transla-

tions between systems of presentations” [90], a horizontal paradigm

often forgotten in mathematics education [3]. Moreover, vagueness,

another word often associated with abstraction, can actually be

formalized within the mathematical framework as vague or fuzzy

mathematics [85]. Exploring different forms of abstraction would be

particularly impactful within the field of concreteness fading [53].

Second, we showed that, although different kinds of concrete-

ness can improve learners’ attention, confidence, and satisfaction,

embodied concreteness is a uniquely powerful tool for grounding

mathematics as it increases perceived relevance while not impairing

learning outcomes and transfer to more abstract representations.

With embodied concreteness, learners can connect abstract con-

cepts to real world experiences, thus challenging their unproductive

beliefs about mathematics [75]. In future work, other comparisons

should be explored. For example, comparing relatable but disem-

bodied opposed to relatable and embodied would help isolate the

effect of the modal priming mechanism in embodiment.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work
The main limitation of our work is the use or different technologies

for the different conditions (paper, tablet, and vr). This was a con-

scious decision as we found important to offer a fair comparison

by selecting the most appropriate technology for the activities we

wanted to design. Indeed, offering non-manipulable graphs in vr,

a technology heavily focused on bodily manipulations, would cre-

ate unnecessary fatigue and confusion for the users. However, our

solution is not perfect: different technologies come with different

effects, that are non-negligible, such as novelty effect in the case

of vr [38]. We believe this issue is mitigated as our usability study
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shows that there is no significant difference between our activity

in vr and on tablet. However, to complement this work, further

studies should investigate the role of technology in these results.

Another difference between our condition is the use of an overview

graph in the embodied concreteness condition. This overview was

added as our preliminary study revealed a perspective issue in this

condition: on the tablet, the learner could see all the graph, while

in vr, the learner had to navigate the space to build a global un-

derstanding of the problem. Another solution would have been

to reduce the size of the network altogether. While we explored

this solution through informal testing, we noticed that the lack of

precision due to the hand tracking made the experience frustrating

to the users. This might impact the learning outcomes, either by

generating a negative split attention effect [84], or by inducing a

positive indexing effect [37].

To address these limitations, the design of the second study could

have been improved by adding another condition using the relatable

pipe system representation, but on tablet, similar to the tablet con-

dition of our usability study. This way, we would have been able to

isolate the effect of manipulation from the effect of representation.

However, in light of the context of our study, we only had access to

a limited number of participants. Based on our power analysis, we

could not afford reducing the number of participants per condition

by adding another condition. We selected these specific conditions

for our learning study for two reasons: First, we wanted to evaluate

the potential of embodied concreteness for grounding, second, we

wanted to isolate the effect of interaction and feedback as compared

to a paper condition. However, to complete this contribution, fu-

ture work should explore the role of representation decoupled from

interaction.

Several other aspects could be improved in future work. First,

the Problem Solving part of our intervention was conducted in our

lab, which is not an ecologically valid environment. Second, in our

studywe only looked into short-term learning outcomes. Measuring

learning outcomes over several months might reveal differences, for

example, the effect of grounding on long-term learning outcomes.

Moreover, we believe that including embodied assessments in the

study design might reveal interesting insights. Indeed, learners are

usually able to express understanding through gestures before they

can articulate it with speech [16, 60, 69], and embodied assessments

would capture this effect. Finally, the assessments were limited in

time, and in English. This could have biased some of the results, in

particular for slower students and non-native English speakers.

Another concern is the diversity of our sample. For example,

only few women participated (23% in the first study, 37% in the

second one). This is mostly due to our recruitment. For example,

for the second study, we wanted to focus on participants from

our target group, we recruited students’ from the Mathematics

department, already suffering from a gender diversity issue (23%

women). Moreover, we only tested our approach with students from

a mathematics Bachelor program. However, mathematics is a field

of importance, even to those who do not wish to become mathe-

maticians. Future work should focus on performing a similar study

with a population less intrinsically motivated by the field. Another

important concern to raise is that our sample only included able-

bodied participants. However, a wider diversity of bodies should

be included in embodiment research [79].

Finally, previous work identified the need to reconnect concrete-

ness with more abstract representations [13, 27, 28]. In our studies,

we did so using videos or lectures, but building this connection

directly in the embodied activity might facilitate transfer. Moreover,

we focused on concreteness in a standalone intervention, and we

did not explore the impact of these different forms of concreteness

within a sequential pattern. Future work should investigate em-

bodied concreteness fading, for example using tools for embodied

input of mathematical expressions [74].

6 CONCLUSION
In our paper, we explained that students often struggle to grasp

mathematics as it heavily relies on abstract symbols and formalisms

that only gain meaning when grounded in concreteness. We then

highlighted a verbal dispute in the field of concreteness in mathe-

matics education, as the word “concrete” is not always used with

the same meaning. In particular, we presented different kinds of

concreteness and described embodiment as a powerful form of

concreteness as embodied experiences support meaning-making

through interaction with relatable objects and environments.

To support our argument, we created an activity to solve graph

theory problems in an embodied manner, and validated our design

with a first user study, revealing its high usability. We then used our

activity to demonstrate the effect of different kinds of concreteness.

Through this second user study, we compared three conditions:

abstraction, manipulated concreteness, and embodied concreteness.

Our results show that both forms of concreteness can increase

learners’ attention, confidence, and satisfaction. However, only

embodied concreteness increases perceived relevance and supports

grounding. Moreover, unlike manipulated concreteness, embodied

concreteness did not negatively impact performance on abstract

representations.

With this work, we contribute to the field of mathematics educa-

tion in two ways. First, we illustrate the importance of rigorously

distinguishing different kinds of concreteness. Second, we provide

empirical evidence supporting embodied concreteness as a powerful

tool to ground abstract mathematics.
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